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Your iPad comes with some useful apps that are already installed on it, but for your iPad to be truly yours, you should customize it with apps you use regularly. The iPad App Store is full of free and paid apps that you can download to your iPad. Although the instructions in this article apply specifically to iPads running iOS 11, iOS 12, iPadOS 13, and later, the App Store is available on every iPad model. To
launch the App Store on your iPad, go to Start and tap the App Store icon. The App Store opens on the Today screen, showing a concerted selection of offered and popular apps. The contents of the Today screen change daily. Scroll down to see what apps Apple is proposing. Usually, this screen has an app of the day, a game of the day, and several collections of related apps. At the bottom of the Today
screen (and other App Store screens) are five icons: Today, Games, Apps, Updates, and Search. Tap one of them to go to this section of the App Store. If you're interested in playing games on your iPad, select the Games icon at the bottom of the screen to go to Games in the App Store. Scroll through the Games screen to see the Best Games of the Week, games that curators recommend, game
categories, a list of Top 30 Free Games and Top 30 Paid Games, and more. Each game has either a GET button next to each other, indicating that it's a free app (free apps can include optional in-app purchases) or an app price. If you see an app you're interested in: Tap an app to open its info screen. For example, to learn more about Marvel Strike Force, tap it. On the info page, read developer reviews
and notes and see graphics from the app. This can help you decide if you want to download it. If you're not interested in the app, go to the upper-left corner and tap Games to return to the Games screen to find another app. To download the app, tap Get (or the price of a paid game) to open the download screen. The screen describes the app and lists the name of your Apple account. Tap Install or price to
start downloading and charge your Apple account for paid apps. In most cases, the download time is only a few seconds, but the larger the file, the longer it will take. The app will be installed on your iPad. Find its icon on the Start screen. To open an app, tap it. The App Store has more games than that. To find more apps in all categories, go to the bottom of the screen and tap Apps. The process of
selecting and downloading an app from any category is the same as downloading a game app. Just like on the Games screen, you'll see top apps for the week, best selling apps, top free and highest paid apps, editor options and more categories. If you know the name of the app you want to use— maybe because A friend has recommended or read it online — don't go through apps to find it. Instead, go to
the bottom of the screen, tap Search, and then type the app name in the Field. Tap Search again to see the info screen for this app. It didn't take long for apps to fill the screen. The iPad adds more screens when you download more apps than it fits on the original Start screen. To move between app screens, swipe left or right on your iPad screen. You can also move apps from one screen to the next and
create custom folders to hold apps. Learn more about moving apps and organizing your iPad. To learn how to move around on your iPad, find the best apps and remove apps you no longer want, see the iPad 101 lesson guide. Photo: Shutterstock When Google Chrome starts blocking downloads within a few months, I know it's nothing personal; the browser is just doing everything it can to keep you safe.
You should also know that Chrome isn't flawless, and you should still use regular antivirus and antimalware scans to avoid fucking websites and their malware. Understand? Here's what's going on. Google announced in October last year that it planned to address mixed content in Chrome by preventing HTTP content from loading on HTTPS sites. As Google described it: HTTPS pages commonly suffer from
a problem called mixed content, where subsources on the page load precariously http://. By default, browsers block many types of mixed content, such as scripts and iframes, but images, audio, and video can still load, putting user privacy and security at risk. For example, an attacker can manipulate a mixed stock chart image to mislead investors, or inject a tracking cookie into a mixed resource load.
Loading mixed content also leads to confusing security in the UX browser, where the page is presented as safe or insecure, but somewhere in between. You can see for yourself using a series of demonstration websites Google has created. What will be most obvious to you, however, is when Chrome starts warning and eventually blocking precarious HTTP downloads from HTTPS websites. Alerts will
begin with Chrome 82, which is scheduled for stable release on March 22. Here's the official timeline from Google: Illustration: GoogleG/O Media can get commissionsAky for mobile browser versions, the same download-blocking settings happen, but one cycle later. So in this case, Android and iOS versions of chrome have yet to start blocking HTTP executable files from downloading on https websites
Does this mean that you will be safe downloading anything (you are allowed to download) from https websites? Not. As Kapersky wrote last year: But the problem is that the green lock and issued certificate say nothing about the page itself. A phishing site can also easily obtain a certificate and encrypt any traffic that flows between you and it. Basically, all green lock ensures that no one else can data you
enter. But your password can still be stolen by the site itself if it's fake. Phishers actively take advantage of this: this: at Phishlabs, a quarter of all phishing attacks are now carried out on HTTPS sites (two years ago it was less than 1 per cent). In addition, more than 80 percent of users believe that the mere presence of a small green lock and secure word next to a URL means that the site is secure and
doesn't think too much before entering data. As always, the onus is still on you to ensure that you're not downloading superficial things from superficial places, installing them on your PC, and watching attackers wrestle away control of your digital life. That means you'll want normal protections to be turned on in your browser — a hard ad blocker or two, of course — and google safe browsing settings turned
on:In addition, make sure you're using a solid antivirus program — even a decent free program is better than none — and you're using regular antimalware scans on your system. If you're not sure about the specific file you downloaded, run it on a sandbox or virtual machine so it doesn't play with the rest of your system. Most importantly, stop visiting downside websites. The Chrome App Store has seen a
lot of improvements lately, but a lot of apps that work in Google Chrome are still under the radar. With that in mind, here are a few of our favorites you may not have seen before. Google recently promoted more offline apps in the Chrome web store. This means that they work just like an app on your computer, but they exist entirely in Chrome. You can use them on your Chromebook or any other computer
that you have installed with Chrome installed. This means that it comes in handy when you work outside of renting a laptop or just a computer without a lot of hard disk space. While we're still waiting to get offline support for some apps, some of them already work offline, so you don't need an Internet connection to use them. Best part? In some cases, desktop software can actually replace desktop-intensive
desktop software when you're working on the go. Google Suite of AppsG/O Media may receive a commissionIf you're using Chrome, you already have Google Drive installed, but the rest of Google apps aren't pre-packaged into Chrome. The nice thing about all Google apps is that they all work offline. Therefore, if you use an app like Google Calendar, Gmail Offline, or Google Keep, you can get access to
all your data offline in exactly the same way as online. Another favorite from Google is the Chrome remote desktop, which is a dead easy way to remotely access and control other computers. The fact is that if you use one of Google's services, their apps are well made and worth checking out. Write code with Codenvy IDECodenvy IDE is a surprisingly robust collaborative development environment. With it
you can code in HTML, Javascript, Java, Groovy, Ruby, PHP and Python with a team of people. You can even migrate everything directly to services like Heroku, Google App Engine, and more. In the Chrome Web Store you will find quite a few development tools, tools, CoffeeScript IDE, Application Craft, and offline compatible ShiftEdit, but what makes Codenvy IDE interesting is the collaborative feature.
Either way, you have a lot of solid coding options right inside Chrome.Edit Audio with TwistedWaveTwistedWave is basically trying to be Audacity for Chrome. It doesn't quite get there, but as a free (you have to sign up for a free account to get more 30 seconds of editing) an audio editing tool that exists exclusively in your browser, TwistedWave gets the job done. You can easily edit audio files, reduce
them, apply effects, and save everything to Google Drive or SoundCloud. If you just need easy editing, Audio Cutter is a great way to crop clips and edit disappearing. If you'd rather actually make music, both Audiotool and AudioSauna are both great mobile workstations. Tomatoes will keep you productive with Pomodoro TechniqueThe Pomodoro Productivity Technique is one of your favorites. All you need
is that you work in fixed, 25 minute blocks and monitor your working hours. You can do it directly in Chrome with Tomatoes, an app that not only tracks what's behind us, but also has a ranking to compete on. If rankings aren't your thing, timeout and Pomodoro.me solid alternatives. Get a minimalist writing experience with write spaceYed you'd find a lack of minimalist writing apps on your desktop that cut
out distractions for you to write, so it's no surprise that chrome has room to write. Write Space is simple, but you can customize the look of what you see, and it has Google Docs-like permanent auto-save. It also works offline, so you don't need an Internet connection to use it. If you're sick of menus and bloated writing apps, Write Space exists in your browser and doesn't get in the way. For a similar
experience with a typewriter aesthetic, check out Writer or Dropbox-syncing WriteBox.Edit Video with WeVideoYou don't find a video editor of the caliber of Final Cut Pro or Adobe Premiere inside Google Chrome, but WeVideo is an editor that should get you through most budding needs. With WeVideo you can do many basic editing tricks, including trimming videos, splitting clips, and add a few effects. If
you just need to perform a quick compilation of your holiday videos on your laptop, or you're not that concerned with power, WeVideo is doing its job. Edit Photos with Pixlr EditorChrome has a ton of different photo editors, but we like Pixlr Editor the most. With it you can do basic color correction and editing, as well as use many popular filters such as HDR, tilt-shift, and highway signs. It's not going to
replace Photoshop in any way, but as a lightweight browser tool that suits most people's needs. For an even simpler option, BeFunky Photo Editor is easy to use but doesn't have tons of features. Alternately, iPiccy does most of the work for you. Keep all your private and secure with CryptoCatSick to have all your online chats stored in the cloud cloud Somewhere? Cryptocat is a completely private, secure
and anonymous chat client. This means that none of your chat logs are stored, and you can communicate with friends knowing that no one is snooping in if security isn't such a big deal to you, imo messenger is a one-stop app for all your various chat accounts, including Google Talk, AOL, Facebook, and many more. Of course, we only touched the surface. Many of your favorite apps, such as Dropbox,
Evernote, Pocket, Spotify, Feedly, Wunderlist and many more, have dedicated Chrome apps. It might seem a little silly to use if you're not a Chromebook, but they can come surprisingly handy on any computer you have that doesn't have a lot of hard drive space for more full-featured applications. Of course, if you only live in Chrome, these apps can make the experience much better. Better.
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